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The MD1C had originally
scheduled the film for its last
program three weeks ago, but
it failed to arrive on campus.

Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, director of the institute, recently
stated that marijuana is not a
"harmless weed" and "not an
innocuous drug" because it
can develop "toxic psychoses
lasting from one to 11 days."
Dr. Showalter also lectures at
the University of Virginia's
schools of medicine and law.
The MDIC is a group of 15
students chosen to disseminate
knowledge about drugs . to
other students. They run their
meetings and plan the programs.

JOHN MAYALL, Duster Bennett, and Lighthouse will appear in concert this Friday, March 20 at 8 pjn. in University
Hall, Charlottesville, Va. All proceeds will go for disadvantaged students and a student council program for minority
student recruitment at Virginia.
—
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Adkins' Resignation Finally Accepted;
President Retracts Previous Notice
President G. Tyler Miller of
Madison College announced
Tuesday that a faculty member who earlier received a notice of non-reappointment has
resigned effective at the end
of this academic year.
He is Roger L. Adkins, assistant professor of economics,
one of three faculty members
whose non-reappointment resulted in student demonstrations.
■ Dr. Miller said Mr. Adkins

State Scholarships Available;
Summer Term Deadline Apr. 1
Students who wish to apply Please Note The Following:
for a State Teachers' ScholarThe deadline for applying
ship at Madison for the 1970 for the 1970 Summer Term
Summer Term and/or' for the Scholarship is April 1, 1970.
Regular Term of the 1970-71 All applications for the ReguSession may do so in the Of- lar Term scholarships for next
fice of Admissions and Stu- year must be on file before
dent, Aid,' Room 9, Wilson May 1, 1970.
Applicants for the State
Hall. Several important reTeachers'
Scholarship must
visions have been made in the
regulations governing t h e bring a copy of their latest
State Teachers' Scholarship grade report to the financial
and this information will also aid office with them when
they apply for the scholarship
be available to applicants.
in order to establish their
eligibility for the scholarship.
The May 1 deadline also applies to any other financial,
bids for which a student may
American protest poet Rob- wish to apply. The Parents
Confidential Statement is reert Bly will read selections
quired before consideration is
from his poetry on Friday,
given to applications for the
March 20 af EMC.
Federal aids and/or the outFrom a Madison, Wisconsin right scholarship grants.
farm, Bly won the National
Book Award in 1968 for his
Today is the last day a
volume of poetry, The Light
student can withdraw from
Around the Body. He is a coa semester course without
founder of the American
receiving the grade of "F".
Writers against the Vietnam
If he has withdrawn from a
War, a group dedicated to
semester course prior to this
making clear the opposition of
date and his work is below
the intellectual community to
"D" at the time of withthe war.
drawal, a grade of "F" will
be recorded.
Admission tn the lecture is
free of charge to the public.

Protester Speaks
at EMC Friday

Harrisonburg, Virginia
M/\R 2 0 ")
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Distinguished Service Award
Given at Annual Founders Day

The Madison Drug Information Committee (MDiC)
will present a film "Marijuana: A CBS White Paper"
at 7:30 p.m., Wednesday)- in
Wilson Hall auditorium at
Madison College. s

The program is open to the
public at no admission charge.

Hadison College Library

Madison College, Harrisonburg, Va., Wednesday, March 18, 1970

M.D.I.C. Presents
Film on Marijuana

Following the film, there
will be a question and answer
session with Dr. Robert Showalter, the college's consulting
psychiatrist, presiding. His
knowledge of drugs and usage
stems from his membership in
the National Institute of Mental Health.
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resigned to undertake graduate work toward a doctor's degree in his field. The Madison
president added that the resignation has been accepted and
the notice of non-reappointment had been withdrawn by
the college.

Mrs. Agness Dingledine,
former executive secretary to
the Alumni Association, and
Dr. Siegfried Meyers, professor of physics, were recipients
of the James Madison Distinguished Service Award given
during the evening program
on Founders Day Friday at
Madison College.
First Time Two Awarded
This was the first time two
persons were named to receive
the annual award for outstanding contributions to the college.
Mrs. Dingledine's award
cited her interest and- compassion for students along
withJhe affection she has from
thousands of -alumni who call
her "Mama Ding". It noted
her family has been associated
with the college for more than
50 years, a tradition carried on
by Dr. Raymond C. Dingledine, Jr., head of the history
department.
Dr. Meyers' award cited his
enthusiasm for ohis subject of
physics, which is echoed by
his students. It noted his "in-

CORRECTIONS!!!
The Madison Concert Orchestra, conducted by Clifford
T. Marshall, will be held Thursday, March 19 at 8 p.m. in
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, instead of March 29 as it appeared
in the last issue.
The BREEZE regrets this error and urges students to
note this correction.
*

*

*

*

In the Faculty-Administrative Newsletter dated March
9, a change in the date for spring pre-registration was indicated. This date was an error and the following information
is correct:
Spring pre-registration for the 1970-71 academic year
will be held Monday, May 11. Please note this is a change
from the date originally scheduled in the 1969-70 catalog. No
classes will be scheduled on this day. Classes will be held
on Thursday, April 30.

tense energies" which have
produced inventions and his
generosity in volunteering that
the bulk of the money from
these inventions should go to
the college's Foundation. It
also stated his interest in "fellow human beings" and his
unassuming personality which
maintains his popularity with
students and faculty.
Ohlsson, Watkins Direct
The awards were presented
during the intermission of two
concerts of early American
music with Dr. Gordon Ohlsson, head of the music department, directing "The Singers"
and David Watkins of the
music faculty directing the
Madison College chorale.
A reception was held in the
Duke Fine Arts Center lounge
following the program.
During the morning program a walk-out took place
with only 10 students participating. It was apparently in
protest of the non-reappointment 0f two faculty members,
since a third teacher involved
in the situation has submitted
his resignation and the college
withdrew its non-reappointment notice.
After the walk-out, approximately 22 students took part
in a registered demonstration,
near the dining hall, which
lasted 30 minutes.
W. Va. Prof Lectures
Dr. Patrick W. Gainer, professor of English at West Virginia University, gave the
James Madison lecture. He
sang old folk songs illustrating the tragic, humorous and
narrative types during his
talk. He also played a threestringed dulcimer, originally
an oriental instrument prob(Continued on Page 2)

Quesnel Named Bluestone Editor
Kathy Quesnel and Ann
Garland have been named as
the Editor-in-Chief ,and Business Manager, respectively, for
the 1971 Bluestone. Their appointments were announced by
Carol Burke and Barbara
Thompson, the outgoing Edi-

tor-in-Chief and Business Manager.
After withdrawing from
major and minor elections, the
Bluestone staff decided to
nominate and elect its own
officers. They met March 11
in Logan to officially elect the

1971 BLUESTONE EDITOR — Kathy'Quesnel

two top positions. The incoming officers will appoint their
editorial and business staffs
based on applications for the
positions.
Kathy, a junior majoring in
art education, is from Bordentown, New Jersey. She served
as Associate Editor of the
Bluestone this past year.
Ann is an Accounting and
Data Processing Major from
Portsmouth, Virginia.
Both girls are hopeful that
any interested students,
whether experienced or inexperienced, in yearbook pro. cedure, will apply as editors,
typists, artists or writers for
the 1971 Bluestone. Announcements concerning a meeting
for potential staff members
will be posted on the Bluestone bulletin board in the
post office. Any support will
be greatly appreciated.

Breeze, Wednesday, March 18, 1970
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS

We Are Here To Learn
After the first tests have been assigned for the new semester, and the outside readings, and the observations, and the
projects; then the real purpose of being here at Madison becomes apparent. We are here to learn.
The meeting and greeting period is over. The time for
pursuit of knowledge is at hand. Learning isn't fun, and it
never has been, nor is it likely to become so in the future. It
is hard work and requires much endeavor on the part of those
who desire it.
It is assumed that those who go to college, do so with the
intent to prepare for the future. This preparation for the future, however, usually entails learning. If it doesn't, then it
shouldn't require a college education.
All of us, with the exception of out-of-state students, pay
the same price to come to school here, but the amount gained
from coming here is in direct proportion to the amount of effort
exerted. Studying is hard and it requires a great deal of selfdiscipline and self-denial. In short, there is nothing easy about
ft.
The case in point is a simple one and should be considered
by all: we are here for a purpose; the purpose is to learn; to
learn is not easy; but the results of learning, practical and factual knowledge, are worth the effort.

Sty* Smz*

Lefs Be frank
lied Social Science Association
by Frank Humphreys
Today's mathematical equa- offering two vacancies for "Intion: "Madison 3" minus (res- tructor-Professor of Economignation acceptance plus re- ics," with the position being
traction of letter of dismissal) available in Sept. 1970. Qualiequal "Madison 2." While the fications were listed "M.S.
equation proves out, the prob- (Ph.D. preferred)." This "help
lem remains unresolved as far wanted ad" came from Dr. Alas a logical solution is con- mon T. Mace as the "Head,
Department of Economics and
cerned.
After much searching, it Business Administration" at
seems that the resignation Madison.
While this convention,
submit|ed by Roger Adkins
which
was held at the Amerisome months ago was discovered on somebody's ,desk, cana Hotel in New York City,
where it had been all that was the most obvious place to
time. With this disclosure, look for members to staff our
the administration wisely ac- business department, it^eems
cepted it and withdrew its that the qualifications a s
notice of non-reappointment stated were self-contradictory.
sent to Adkins. So he is off Why? Was Adkins not released because of a shift away
the hook.
One of the main contribut- from economics and his lack
ing factors to the "3" being of a Ph.D.? And yet in the
reduced to "2" was what Pres- job offer it was clearly stated
ident Miller referred to in the that the M.S. would be acceptopen meeting as a "breakdown able. Hmmmmm
* * * *
of communications." Here he
Rarely do television prowas talking about.a letter that
was sent to the Convention grams of late bear talking
Placement Service for the Al- about, save at a women's

Letters to the Editor
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Bands will be the big sound
of the 1970's. Not bands like
mom 'n pop dog-trotted to
back in the 1940's. But brass
and saxes added to the basic
guitar-organ-drum mix. . . .
If Nixon's against pollution,
can pollution be all bad? . . .
Latest craze of the Jet Setters in Acapulco is parachute
riding. They float high above
the Bay attached to a speedboat by a long cord . . .
Rape is a harshly won piece.
. . . From National Institute
of Health study on alcoholism you can infer your
chances of getting hooked on
hard sauce are least IF:
you're a Jewish farmer who
dropped out of high school,
you live in the Texas Panhandle, and you don't pal
around with any Irish executives in their upper 40's. . . .
One plump dowager to another: "Somehow you don't
hear much any more about
the dear old alma mater." ...
Students around the world
will be aping our big Environmental Teach-in (April
22). . . . Some hip jargon a
little more advanced than
rap, cop out, uptight, etc.,
etc.: off the wall—foolish,
ridiculous; brights — days;
later—so long; tough—goodlooking; on time—satisfactory; he ripped me off—he
told me about a job; TCB—
take care of business . . .
Most Ph.D. theses consist of
digging up the bones from
one tomb and neatly rearranging them for burial in
another. . . . An Agnew supporter is not a Greek-made
jock strap . . . Didja know
your ears never stop growing? . . . Bully for Bowdoin
for dropping College Boards
as a biased way of gauging a

Associate EditorBusiness Manager
FRANK HUMPHREYS
Circulation Manager
LOUISE NYLAN
Faculty Advisor
MR. J. ATKINSON

student's potential for higher
learning . . . With heterosexual mixing in the dorms,
many students are spiffing up
their lairs with new draperies
and bedspreads in swinging
patterns made from—no-iron
sheets! Martex and Lady
Pepperell sell them cheaper
than if you bought them by
the yard . . . Lavatory Scoop:
"Little Orphan Annie Puts
Out." To which some spoilsport postscripted, "Yeah, but
forget it." . . . The Flippant
Hen is an egg in a short glass
of beer . . . What birthday
present to give the guy who
has everything? A heavy
dosage of antibiotics .. . The
two most obscene four-letter
words in the English language: hate, kill . . . Some
University of Minnesota students were asked the advice
they'd give their younger
brothers and sisters. A few replies: "Believe in education."
"Learn to feel." "Love life
and other people." "Do your
own thing—-but do it well."
. . . There's a nice clean old
man in Cambridge who
ma^es dresses for expectant
mammas and the townies all
call him a mother f rocker ..,
The flakiest announcement
from that spaced-out oleo heir
was that he planned to have
14 children. That's too much
over-populating (by about
700% by anybody no matter
how rich, Kenne'dys included
... In England, where animal
love runs high, hair coats are
pacey this winter. Hair's
bought from Asian women
. . . Split from dull company
by saying, "Time to get back
to
my
omphaloskepsis."
(Turning on through contemplation of the navel) . . .
Beat Winter: Hug lots.

Seniors Express Disgust
To the Members of the
Campus Community,
We, as members of the Senior Class, would like to apologize to the guest speaker, the
administration, the faculty and
the student body for the action taken at Founder's Day
Convocation toy a member of
our class. We feel that the action taken by Les Hammond
of leaving Convocation during
President Miller's introduction of the guest speaker was
highly uncalled for.
If Mr. Hammond wishes to
express his personal opinion
on some issue, we deem that
it would be more appropriate
that he do so in a situation
where the entire Senior Class
is not included since the entire
Senior Class does not necessarily agree with his opinions.
A large majority of our class
rcognizes the need for
changes at Madison, but there
is no reason to disrupt the
observance of traditions that
have no bearing on student
and faculty rights. We acknowledge that there were
distinguished guests and honored faculty members present
at Convocation, and we feel
that they should have been
shown more respect.
Sincerely,
Karen Norton, Sally Crickard, Saundra Chalker, Claudia
Keyser, Sharon Nugent, Becky
Williams, Page Brooks, Robin
L. Smith, Melody Bornhoft,
Sue Ann Harkins, Betty Hudson, De Raynes, Pam Richardson, Jaynine Eaton, Susan Angle, Chris Shelton, Barbara
Jones, Nan Pettigrew, .Lynn
Masterson, Mary Stickley,
Carol Burke.
"Fixer" Article Repulsive
Dear Editor:
When I transferred to Madison College,. I recognized the
friction between the students
and the administration. Per?

sonally, I agree that students
need a greater voice in school
policy. But how are we going
to achieve this goal ■ without
communication? We cannot
express our ideas to anyone
without some common communication level. This level
must be suitable to both parties for it to be effective.
One means of this communication is the "underground"
newspaper. "The Fixer" is
supposedly considered an outlet for certain students' opinions. Because of this, many
of the administration, faculty,
and those outside Madison
consider "The Fixer" a voice
of the whole student body.
Therefore, what one person
expresses in "The Fixer" re(Continued on Page 3)

FRANKLY SPEAKING

bridge club and other such
earth -shattering gatherings.
Such was not the case, however, with the "Dick Cavett
Show" of March 11. For it
was on this show that left and
right had the opportunity to
confront each other in dialogue interrupted occasionally
by commercial messages,
which must have been completely unnoticed that night,
much to the despair of the
sponsors.
For those who missed the
show, its first two guests were
Dustin Hoffman and I. F.
Stone. While Hoffman is interesting to a degree, the real
fun did not begin until the appearance of Stone. After asking his guest (Stone) a few
questions, Cavett threw it to
the audience, beginning with
the national president of
Young Americans for Freedom. Since Stone is very proliberal and the YAF is ultrapro-right, they did not get
along too well from the start.
Stone became so inflamed at
a couple of the YAFer's remarks that, in a fit of anger,
he called the publication "Human Events" a "crypto-fascist" paper. Realizing that he
had committed the blunder of
public slander, however, Stone
made a public withdrawal of
the statement a short while
later.
The high-point of the entire
evening, though, was when a
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(Continued on Page 3)
AWARDS
(Continued from Page 1)
ably brought to England during the Crusades and then to
the Colonies in this country.
The audience broke into applause on several occasions.
During the program Carol
Burdette, a sophomore from
Alexandria, was given the
James Madison Oratorical
award.

fay Phil hank

"i THINK in we IF HE was wafc
me me ID '&>m UP'R^MR.
AA/ATD/HV BXAMl*.
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More Letters to the Editor
(Continued.from Page 2)
fleets on all Madison students,
whether we like it or not.
In a recent publication of
"The Fixer" a most repulsive
and libelous article appeared.
I am referring to the article
about President Miller's "disease." The language and content of the article was the lowest level of communication
possible. Is this the way yoU
wish to communicate with the
faculty and administration?
Do you want to be associated
with that level of material?
The article was anonymous.
Whoever wrote the article was
apparently too "cowardly" to
associate his name with his
own material. How can you,
as a Madison student, permit
such hypocrisy? Do you honestly think the administration
and faculty are going to communicate at that level? I, and
those signing this letter are
expressing our . opinion that
the article mentioned above is
not representative of Madison
students. •'
/
R. von T. Napp, Jack E.
Osborn, Purcey Conway, MarcTaylor, Sharon A. Higgins,
James W. Grant III, M. G.
Bartley, Karen E. Higgins,
Elizabeth A. Doss.

D-Hall Controversy Clarified
Dear Editor:
In reference to Miss Callis'
letter, which appeared in the
March 11 edition of The
•Breeze, I feel compelled to defend myself.
After standing in line for 25
minutes, four guys came up to
me. One told me they were in
line. I told him that if he
was, he had lost his place.
This, I feel, was not an unreasonable reply, because if
-he was ever there, he would
have t>een out of line for at
.least 25 minutes, and that is a
long time. •
This fellow was kind
enough to step back and his
three friends went with him.
Then one of the three (who
incidentally was not a fraternity man stepped up and told
me the same thing. I gave him

the same reply, after which
the fight took place. We differ
on how the fight started, but
this is not relevant. What is
relevant is that he socked me
because I didn't give into him
meekly.
Everything I _ have written
here is factual and both of us
agree on every detail. He
claims to have been in line
previously but, if he was, he
. had left, hadn't he Miss Callis? You can't honestly say
he was not trying to break in
line, can you?
This false assertion makes
Miss Callis' letter entirely
without basis, instead of "Disgusted's" (who, incidentally,
remains unidentified to me). I
wish to thank him or her for
getting involved. They could
have just stood back and
watched.
Bob Conroy

Let's Be Frank
(Continued from Page 2)

to talk with.us later; and (2)
even if we are hated, our
money is still loved.

South Vietnamese national in
the audience was given his
* * * *
day in court. In what started
The ■ Conscientious-E f f o r t
out as a calm presentation,
the Oriental visitor quickly Award goes to those students
lapsed into frenzied emotion- who attended the latest open
alism at which point it was meeting armed to the teeth
anybody's guess what he was vwith questions for the 'presigoing to say next. A text of dent, most of which could
his speech would have read have, and SHOULD HAVE,
like some of the passages from been asked at a lower level
"This Land Is Mine," a 3M
"Tropic of Cancer," and it first, thus leaving time in the
Special to be seen in color on
would have stood a very good open meeting for more importMonday, April 6, 7:30-8:30
chance of being banned in Bos- ant matters.
PM, EST on ABC-TV, takes a
* * * *
ton.
positive look at what is beauThe You-Don't-Play-By-Mytiful in a nation and introduces
Hitting the high notes of Rules-And-You-Don't-Play-At
some of the people involved in the Vietnamese tirade, he -All Award goes to President
wanted us (Americans) to get Miller for his handling of the
that beauty.
The nation is America—a our "goddam guns" out of his open meeting. (Writer's note:
big country, and a beautiful country, he wanted the Rus- it might be herein noted that
one. Some of it has. already sians and Chinese to get their this award was given to its
been lost to pollution and the "goddam guns" out of his recipient for his action which
ravages of progress. And, one country, and he wanted all of was in self-defense.)
day we may destroy it all.
us to get our "goddam men"
* * * *
But there is still a vast the "hell" out of his country
The So-L o n g-It's-B e e namount of country, and of and leave it for the South Good-To-Know-You Award
beauty, remaining. There are Vietnamese. Then came the goes to Cleve Branscum, basmountains, deserts, coasts and hitch: as we were getting the ketball coach for one successplains; and there are still peo- "hell" out, he wanted both ful, year, who is moving to
ple who go out in search of sides, particularly ours, to greener pastures next season.
that country and beauty. When leave behind "$100 billion" to
they find it, they know: "this repair the damage.
land is mine."
This just goes to prove two
"This Land Is Mine" takes
things quite clearly: (1) we
a unique took at this country
first teach the natives the most
and its people in the peaceful
by Dave Starkey
cultured phrases from our
and special atmosphere of winNineteen members of the
language upon entering a
ter. Seen on the program are
country so they will be able Madison College Concert
people and places from Maine
Band were selected for parto California and in Cape Cod,
. ticipation in the 1970 Virginia
Martha's Vineyard, the GeorIntercollegiate Band held at
gia swamps, the Mississippi,
Shenandoah Conservatory of
the Grand Canyqn, New MexMusic in Winchester last
ico and Wyoming along the
At the March meeting of weekend.
way.
M» ,
the 4-H Alumnae Club, it was
Each year, the band is made
Lester Cooper wrote, proannounced that the District up of students from all of the •
duced and directed "This Land 4-H Contests in Madison
major state colleges. These
Is Mine" for ABC News.
County are scheduled for Sat- students are brought together
urday, April 11, and those stu- for a hectic three i days of rePeggy Horn Steiner and <ftnts interested in being hearsal which culminates in a
Fred Chiriboga were among judges should contact Peggy Sunday afternoon concert
the 20 finalists of the poetry Zirkle, club president. Also, which is open to the public at
competition at the Hollins Lit- guest speaker Bob Brunk, a no charge.
erary Festival last Saturday at junior at Turner Ashby High
The band performed the
Hollins College, Mr. Todd School, gave an interesting
various
selections on the proZeiss of the English depart- slide talk on his 3700 mile
ment was informed by the host trip from the West to East gram last Sunday magnificently under the direction of guest
coast last summer.
school.
The next meeting will be conductor, Mr. Robert Jager.
U. Va. led in the number of
finalists with five while Hollins held Wednesday, April 1, at This was Madison's second
and VCU had two each along 6:30 p.m. in Wayland rec year of participation in the Intercollegiate Band.
room.
with the Madison entries.

Program on U.S.
to be Aired April 6
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Exam Schedule
NO CLASSES WILL BE HELD TUESDAY, MAY 26, 1970,
WHICH IS RESERVED AS A READING DAY. NO EXAMINATIONS ARE SCHEDULED FOR FRIDAY, JUNE
5, WHICH IS RESERVED FOR EXAMINATION CONFLICTS.
Examination
will be on

Where class meets for
first time on Monday
1st Period
2nd Period
3rd Period
4th Period
5th Period 6th Period
7th Period
»
8th Period
9th Period
Where class meets for
first time on Tuesday
1st Period
2nd Period
3rd Period
4th Period
5th Period ..—
6th Period
7th Period
8th Period
9th Period

..Saturday, May 30, 8:30-11:30
-Wednesday, May 27, 8:30-11:30
...Wednesday, May 27, 1:30-4:30
...Saturday, May 30, 1:30-4:30
....Friday, May 29, 8:30-11*30
...Tuesday, June 2, 1:30-4:30
Monday, June 1, 1:30-4:30
Friday, May 29, 1:30-4:30
Thursday, j'une 4, 2:30-11:30
Examination
will be on
-Monday, June 1, 8:30-11:30
-Tuesday, June 2, 8:30-11:30
^Thursday, May 28, 8:30-11:30
Wednesday, June 3, 8:30-11:30
—Wednesday, June 3, 1:30-4:30
-..Thursday, May 28, 1:30-4:30
Thursday, June 4, 8:30-11:30
-Thursday, June 4, 1:30-4:30
Thursday, June 4, 1:30-4:30

NO VARIATION IN THIS SCHEDULE WILL BE MADE
EXCEPT FOR STUDENTS HAVING THREE EXAMINATIONS SCHEDULED FOR THE SAME DAY. PERMISSION FOR ANY CHANGE MUST BE OBTAINED FROM
THE ASSISTANT PROVOST.

Open Meeting Controversial
by Frank Humphreys
Although less than 100 students attended, President G.
Tyler Miller had plenty of
questions to answer at the
open meeting held in Blackwell Auditorium on March 12.
The meeting was shortened
due to a previously scheduled
faculty council meeting at 8
p.m. in the same room.
From the first, the main
questions revolved around the
plight of the "Madison &* and
seemingly could have continued for some time had not
Pres. Miller limited discussion
to known facts.
In questions related to Student Government, Miller commented that, he would not remove the president's final authority over SGA's decisions,
because he said he wouHL.be

Nineteen Band Members Selected
To Participate In Conservatory

4-H Club Sets
April 1 Meeting

Included in the Madison contingent were: Victor Bernhards, Daria Camp, R. L. Dalton, Jessica Guy, Don Henderson, Carole Jarvis, Nancy
Junkins, Kent Krotzer, Tom
Marshall, Susan Meeks, Donna
Myers, Jean Ohlsson, Brenda
Riley, Dave Scarce, Virginia
Shear, Rebecca Slate, David
Starkey, Robert Strecker, and
Edith Taylor.
The Cafeteria Advisory
Committee would like students to send in their complaints and/or suggestions.
We are trying to compile a
list of good points so we
can work toward the improvement of the Dining
Hall Service. Please send
these to the Cafeteria Advisory Committee, c/o Food
Services or drop them in
the Suggestion Box.

betraying his responsibilities,
under law. Room searches by
both SGA and authorized security personnel were also
discussed, and the manner in
which search warrants were
obtained and under which the
search would s be conducted
was explained in detail.
While it was clear that all
in attendance were not in
complete agreement with the
president or other students,
almost everyone had two
laughs due to answers given
by Pres. Miller:
—after having said that the
state Attorney General's
office had requested copies
of "The Fixer," Miller
said they requested them
because "I told them
about it!";
—when one student asked
about the possible continuation of open dorms on
the week-ends, the president replied, "Does that
mean dating in the bedrooms?" or words to that
effect.
Other items discussed were
the letter from Pres. Miller to
parents, and responses from
that letter; N.E.A. investigation at Radford; hours of operation of the snack bar in Gibbons Hall; hours of availability of the campus radio station, WMRA-FM in Alumnae
Hall, after the building is
locked at 11 p.m.; and the
possibility of smoking in the
D-halls.
On the last point, and on
the question of having to pay
to have a guest stay in a dorm
over-night, students were informed that changes have been
recommended for next year
that smoking be allowed on a
trial basis and that guests
would be allowed to stay at
no charge but would still be
required to register.

,
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New Faculty Additions Announced

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

New additions to the Madison faculty for the 1970-71 academic year were revealed by
the administration this week.

•WHAT A WE6K6NP \MF HAP IN TH' CITY' —• LCCMJ?
HARPLY C£T WktZTHALID OWE TO CLASS THIS /UCKN'NG."

Early Childhood Credit Available

j

,

(Fourth in a series of articles featuring the Madison
Summer Study Tour.)
Dr. Charles Caldwell, Dean
of the School of Education,
announces the unprecedented
opportunity for students in
Early Childhood Education to
earn three hours of graduate
or undergraduate credit, coupled with the cultural advantages of European Travel.
In cooperation with Mrs.
Marion Gil-more of the Cosmopolitan Travel Bureau, Mrs.
Mildred Dickerson, coordinator of the Early Childhood
Education Program of Madison College, has designed a
plan of study which will enable' students to explore the
philosophy and practice of
Early Childhood Education in
each of the countries included

Harris Poll Rates
Unpopular Croups
Consider a recent Louis
Harris poll, which rated in
order of unpopularity those
groups considered most "harmful to America." Communists
ran first, but "student demonstrators at colleges'' were a
close second.
The college demonstrators
are not just a minority — they
are a minority of a minority of
a minority. Voters under 25
constituted 7.5 percent of the
total voting population in the
last Presidential election.
About a third of the young in
this age group go to four-year
colleges (radical dissent is virtually unknown at the twoyear colleges). A third of 7.5
percent is 2.5 percent.
A detailed study of college
activists published in last
June's Fortune magazine concluded that "revolutionaries"
and "radical dissidents" constituted 12.8 percent of the college-student population. Simple arithmetic thus places the
total voting strength of college-age demonstrators at a
little over three tenths of one
percent.
—Stewart Alsop in
Newsweek

in the Study Tour.
Arrangements are being
made for visits( to nursery
schools, kindergartens .and
first grades (or their equivalents), to day care centers and
to the country and seashore
day camps which are a part of
the educational programs of
the schools of Italy and
France. In Paris, a visit to the
Renault Day Care Center is
planned; this center provides
care for the children of the
employees of the automobile
company.
Montessori schools in several countries are included in
the plan as well as the new
Infant and Primary School
programs in England. These
programs, based on, Piaget's
theory of the intellectual development of children, have
received widespread attention
and acclaim as examples of
open education. Students will
also have the opportunity to
talk with specialists in various
fields concerned with the welfare - and education of , your
children, and to visit institutions which educate teachers
for children under six years
of age.
These visits are being scheduled so that they do not conflict with the regular sightseeing and other cultural aspects
of the tour. Join the Madison
tour and experience personally the educational practices
heretofore known only as textbook references! Contact Mrs.
Mildred Dickerson for further
details.

VIRGINIA
HARRISONRURO

•

434 4292

They include:
Dr. Thomas L. Wilborn as
associate professor of political
science. He received the A.B.,
M.A., and Ph.D. degrees from
the University of Kentucky.
Dr. Wilborn has taught at the
University of Kentucky and
Central Missouri State College.
Joining the Speech and
'Drama department as special
lecturer is Mr. Clark D. Kimball. He received his B.A. degree from Butler University,
and is scheduled to receive the
Ph.D. degree in public address
and American studies at Indiana University in August. He
has been a teaching assistant
and lecturer at I. U. while
working on his doctorate.
Dr. James W. Kuhns will
join the Psychology department as an associate professor.
He received the A.B. degree
from Go s h e n College and
M.Ed, and Ed.D. degrees in
School Psychology from Temple University. He was psychologist at Girard College in
Philadelphia and in Langhorne,
Pa., and is currently associate
professor of psychology at
Northampton College in Bethlehem, Pa.
Mr. Charles Miniard Harris
as Assistant Professor of Psychology. Mr. Harris, a native
of Oklahoma, holds the B.A.,
B.D., and M.A. degrees from
Bob Jones University and is
currently a candidate for the
Ph.D. degree in guidance from
The Ohio State University.
Mr. Harris is a research associate in guidance and occupational psychology while attending The Ohio State University.
Dr. Billy J. Hinton as Dean
of the School of Social Sciences and Professor of Business Administration and Economics, effective June 1, 1970.
We will replace Dean Elmer
L. Smith, who will then devote full time to his administrative-teaching duties as Head
of the Sociology Department.
Dr. Hinton; a native of Texas,
holds the 'B.A. and M.A. degrees in Economics from Baylor University, and the Ph.D.
degree in Economics from

Louisiana State University. He
is currently Dean of the
School of Applied Arts at
Southwest Texas State University.
Mr. Chester Ilsley Jordan as
Assistant Professor of Speech
and Drama. Mr. Jordan, a native of New York, received the
B.A. degree from Emory and
Henry College and the M.A.
in Theatre from the University of Wyoming. While working on his doctorate at Bowling Green State University in
Ohio, Mr. Jordan is a doctoral
fellow in speech and theatre
arts.
Mr. Wilmer James LeBlanc
as Assistant Professor of Spanish. Mr. LeLBlanc holds the
B.A. degree from the University of Southwestern Louisiana and the M.A. degree from
the University of Iowa. He is
currently a candidate for the
Ph.D. degree in Spanish from
the University of Virginia
where he is serving as a junior
!i
instructor.
Mr. Mario Hamlet-Metz as
Assistant Professor of French.
Mr. Hamlet-Metz,- a native of
Chile, holds degree Teacher of
French from-the University of
Chile. He is currently working on his doctorate, at the
University of Virginia and is
serving as a graduate teaching
assistant. He expects to receive his Ph.D. in French Literature in August, 1970.

A man who had decided not
to attempt to dig himself out
of his suburban Detroit home
after a heavy snow felt a surge
of guilt when he saw his
neighbor across the street
come out, survey the scene,
and then contact neighbors on
either side. All three fell to—
digging out the driveway, bulling the First Neighbor's car to
the street and on. to the plowed thoroughfare, where he took
off with a jaunty wave of appreciation.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
1/3 off entire stock
On Municipal Parking Lot
Harrisonburg, Virginia

YARNS, ACCESSORIES, and NEEDLEWORK

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE

For 2 Weeks

ed put a case of beer and
handed it to Helpful Neighbor
1. A second case went to
Helpful Neighbor 2. Then
First Neighbor toted a third
case into his own home and
was seen no more that day.

COLONIAL YARN SHOP

academy award
winning actress
BARBRA STREISAND
as

BEN HUR

t

Mrs. Betty Jolly and Mr.
Peter H. Smith were additions
to the staff for the spring semester.
Mrs. Jolly was named interim Director of Alumni Affairs and is working on a part- '
time basis. ' She taught English here during the 1968-69
session.
Mr. Smith was appointed instructor in Art for the Spring
semester. He holds an A.B.
degree from Florida State and
the M.F.A. from Pratt Institute. He replaces Mr. Leon
Wiesner who resigned at the
end of the fall semester.

"There's a man who's really
devoted to his work," thought
the stay-at-home, hating himself. This feeling lasted for
about 15 minutes, until the
First Neighbor's car returned
and barreled into the driveway.
He opened the rear deck, lift-

Free Knitting Instructions

Coming March 25th

Dr. Chon-kun Yoon as Associate Professor of History.
Dr. Yoon, a native of Korea,
holds the B.A. degree from
the University of Oregon, the
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
The American University. He
is currently an Assistant Professor of Far East Studies at
The American University.

Work Pays Off For Three

Wednesday, March 18

PTMYGIRL

Dr. John Winfield Sweigart,
Jr., as Assistant Provost
(Graduate) and Professor of
Philosophy, beginning July 1,
1970. Dr. Sweigart holds the
A.B. degree from Lafayette
College, and the Ph.D. in philosophy from the University
of PennsylvAnia. He is currently Professor of Philosophy
and Dean "of the College at the
Portland Campus of the University of Maine.

Ifs Harrisonburg'$ Most Unusual Stores

GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
STORE

GLEN'S GIFT
CENTER

187 N. Main St.
Complete Camera Dept

95 S. Main St.
Gifts of Distinction

Home Owned Stores With

FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE
YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS

ALL CHECKS CASHED
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

GLASSNER
FINK'S
16 So. Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
>
434-2222
/

-
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Elon Adopts New
Student Program

Agnew Hints of Future Danger
In Recent Magazine Article

Elon College, N. C—(I.P.)
—A problem common to both
small colleges and large universities is how to bridge the
generation gap and establish
better relations between their
boards of trustees and students.

(Editor's Note: The Vice country to involve themselves
President warns: "By accept- in its great issues. I believe in
ing unbridled protest as a way legal protest within the Conof life, we have tacitly sug- stitutional limits of free speech,
gested that the great issues of including peaceful assembly
our times are best decided by and the right of petition. But
posturing and shouting match- I do not believe that demones in the streets.")
strations, lawful or unlawful,
merit my approval or even my
Condensed from an address
silence where the purpose is
fundamentally unsound.
By Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew
It is worth remembering
that our country's Founding
in The Reader's Digest
Fathers wisely shaped a ConNot long ago, I. toot a stitutional republic, not a pure
rather unusual step for a Vice democracy. The representative
President... I said something. government they contemplated
Particularly, I said something and skillfully constructed
that was predictably unpopu- never intended that elected oflar with the people who would ficials should decide crucial
like to run the country with- questions by counting the
out the inconvenience of seek- number of bodies cavorting in
the streets. They recognize
ing public office.
that freedom cannot_ endure
I said I did not like some of
dependent upon referendum
the things I saw happening in
every time part of the electothis country. I criticized those
rate desires it.
who encouraged government
So great is the latitude of
by street carnival and suggestour liberty that only a subtle
ed it was time to stop the
line divides use from abuse. I
carrousel.
am convinced that our preocIt appears that by slaughtercupation with emotional deming a sacred cow I triggered a
onstration, frequently crossing
holy war. I have no regrets; I
the line to civil disruption and
do not intend to repudiate my
even violence, could inexorably
beliefs, recant my words, or
lead us across that line forrun and hide.
ever.
What I said before, I will
There is' at work today a
say again. It is time for the
group of self-proclaimed sapreponderant majority, the re- viors of the American soul.
sponsible citizens of the coun- Relentless in their criticism of
try, to assert their rights. It
intolerance, they themselves
is time to stop dignifying the
are intolerant of those who
immature actions of arrogant,
differ with their views. In the
reckless, inexperienced elename of academic freedom,
ments within our society. The
they destroy academic freereason is compelling. It is sim- dom. Denouncing violence,
ply that'their tantrums are inthey seize and vandalize buildsidiously destroying the fabric
ings of great universities.
of American democracy.
Fiercely expressing their reBy accepting unbridled prospect for truth, they disavow
test as a way of life, we have
the logic and discipline necestacitly suggested that the
sary to pursue truth.
great issues of our times are
They would have us believe
best decided by posturing and
that they alone know what is
shouting matches in the good for America: what is
streets. America today is
true and right and beautiful.
drifting toward Plato's classic They would have us believe
definition of a degenerating dethat their reflective action is
mocracy ... a democracy that
superior to our reflective acpermits the voice of the mob
tion; that their revealed rightto dominate the affairs of goveousness is more effective than
ernment.
our reason and experience.
I have been lambasted for
Think about it. Small bands
my lack of "mental and moral
of students are allowed to shut
sensitivity." I say that any
down great universities. Small
leader who does not perceive groups of dissidents are allowwhere persistent street strug- ed to shout down political
gles are going to lead this na- candidates. Small cadres of
tion lacks mental acuity. And professional protesters are alany leader who does not cau- lowed to jeopardize the peace
tion this nation on the danger
efforts of the President of the
of this direction lacks moral
United States.
strength.
It is time to question the
I believe in Constitutional credentials of their leaders.
dissent. I believe in the people And, if in questioning we disregistering their views with turb a few people, I say it is
their elected representatives, time for them to be disturbed.
and I commend those people
(Continued on Page 6)
who care enough about their

Elon College, a small liberal arts institution, thinks it
has found an answer. Elon's
president, J. Earl Danieley,
proposed to the board in their
annual meeting that each year
a graduate from the preceding
year be named to a two-year
term on the board of trustees.
In approving this proposal,
the Board included the stipulation that these recent graduates rank in the top ten per
cent of their class and not be
allowed to succeed themselves.
The first election will be'
held in April, 1970, at which
time a member of the class of
1968 will be elected to a oneyear term and a mjmber of
the class of 1969 will be elected
to a two-year term. In the
spring of 1971, a member of
the class of 1970 will be elected to begin service on July 1
when the term of the trustee
from the class of 1968 expires.

LIZ EASON, a freshman from Buena Vista, provides a thoughtful pose for photographer Tom Sloop. The setting gives rise to
the thought that spring must be around the corner, somewhere.

Council on Pollution, Environment
Seeking Student Ideas on Control

SCOPE — Student Council
on Pollution and Environment
— wants ideas from students
to pass on to Department of
the Interior officials, according
to Randy Simmons, SCOPE
Co-chairman for the Middle
Atlantic States.
SCOPE'S are independent
nine-student advisory councils
This new procedure will not requested by Interior Secreaffect the total number of tary Hickel for each of the
trustees which is 36. The Federal Water Pollution Conyoung alumni will be replacing trol Administration's (FWPtrustees whose terms have ex- CA) nine regions in the Napired.
tion to provide student input
into the growing national rer
action to pollution. Students
on
the Middle Atlantic SCOPE
The following individuals
represent college and high
have accepted positions on
school students in Pennsylthe Board of Directors .
vania, Maryland, District of
of the
Columbia, Virginia, North
Carolina and South Carolina.
Simmons stressed that all
ideas that seem to the nine
students on the SCOPE to
have merit will be forwarded
to the Department of the Interior, and a response will be
Hamilton Shea
received from the FWPCA re0 Walter Wine
garding the advice.
SCOPE can be reached by
Bob Houck
writing to Post Office Box
Walter Trobaugh

DUKES
COURT

William Grow
Jim Wheatley

from the Madison Campus
to all points, beyond the
City Limits, including:
Howard Johnson's, Belle
Meade, Valley Lanes and
Holiday Inn.
CALL:

and other specialties

CARL'S

Frank Humphreys

PASTRY, INC.

Box 121
Campus Mail

Steve Nardi, Chairman of
May weekend, will hold a
meeting of all interested students on Thursday, March 19
at 6:30 p.m. in Blackwell
Auditorium. All students interested in planning May
Weekend activities or making
their suggestions, please come.
Also, please pick up qualification sheets and return to
Steve Nardi, Box 2026 or Lisa
Crider, Box 745 as soon as
possible.

LOW RATES

John Paul

DUKES COURT

Nardi Schedules
Mar. 19 Meeting

Delivery of Cake

Phil Sharp

In order to be more
effective and responsive
to Madison as a whole.
the "DUKES COURT"
welcomes all suggestions.
Since this is a volunteer
organization, those with
a desire to help may do
so by contacting any
of the above or by
writing to:

5017, Richmond, Virginia
23220.
In addition to its advisory
capacity, the SCOPE can provide informative literature on
pollution to those who want it,
and in fairly large quantities.
SCOPE members are also involved in planning for the
April environmental teach-ins.
Simmons is a graduate at
the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville, Virginia, and
is majoring in environmental
science. '
—1
o

BOWMAN TAXI

434-3625

JULIAS'

433-1919

RESTAURANT
Serving

STEAKS and REGULAR MEALS
Pizza and Italian Spaghetti
A Speciality
Featuring the HUNT ROOM
201 North Majn Street

"Seven Day Stores"
PARTY KEGS and PARTY EATS

Harrisonburg, Virginia

DIAL 434-4991
Open Fri. and Sat. Til Midnite

NOW

WERNER'S MARKET, Inc.

OPEty MONDAYS

ALL LEGAL LEVERAGES
4 blocks south of the high school at 915 S. High St.
DIAL 434-6895

«TT
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FRANKLY SPEAKING

Vast Majority Play By The Rules
(Continued from Page 5)
It' is time for a healthy indepth examination of policies
and a constructive realignment
in this country. America's
pluralistic society was forged
on the premise that what
unites us in ideals is greater
than what divides us as individuals. Our political and economic institutions were developed- to enable men and
ideas to compete in the marketplace on the assumption
that the best would prevail.
Everybody was deemed equal,
and by the rules of the game
they could become superior.
The rules were clear and
fair: in politics, win an ♦lection; in economics, build a
better mousetrap. And as time
progressed, we added more
referees to assure equal opportunities and provided
special advantages for those
who we felt had entered life's
arena at a disadvantage.
The majority of Americans

respect these rules ... and with of government by consent of
good reason. Historically, they the governed. Our nation's
have served as a bulwark to philosophical heritage is as diprevent totalitarianism, tyran- verse as its cultural backny, and privilege ... the Old ground. We are a melting-pot
tWorld specters which drove nation that has for over two
generations of immigrants to centuries distilled something
American sanctuary. Pragmat- new and, I believe, sacred.
ically, the rules of America
Now, we have among us a
work. This nation and its citi.glib, activist element who
zens, collectively and individwould tell us our values are
ually, have made more social,
lies; and I call them impudent,
political and economic progress
because anyone who impugns
than any civilization in world
a legacy of liberty and dighistory.
nity that reaches back to
The principles of the Amer- Moses is impudent.
ican system did not spring up
It is time to stop • demonovernight. They represent centuries of bitter struggle. Our strating in the streets and start
laws and institutions are not doing something constructive
even purely American — only about our institutions. Amerour federal system bears our ica must recognize the dangers
of constant carnival. Ameriunique imprimatur.
We owe our values to the cans must reckon with irreJudeo-Christian ethic which sponsible leadership and reckstresses individualism, human less words. The mature and
dignity, and a higher purpose sensitive people of this counthan hedonism. We owe our try must realize that their freelaws to the political evolution dom of protest is being exploited by avowed anarchists
and communiists who detest
everything about this country
and want to destroy it.

Foreign Language Placement Test
Scheduled For April 9 in Keezell
A number of students intend to fulfill their foreign
language requirements for a
B.A. degree, but have not yet
taken ,a course in a foreign
language at Madison. In order to obtain a B.A. degree,
students must take 6-14 credit
hours in one foreign language
unless exempted due to a
high score on the placement
test. No college credit is given
to students who take-a first
year course in a language
taken for two or more years
in high school.
Students who have taken
two or more years of a foreign
language in high school and
who plan to continue with
this language or be exempt
from taking any further
courses at Madison must take
a placement test. The test will
be given on Thursday, April
9, at 7 p.m. in Keezell Hall.
Students wishing to take the
test should sign up for it in
Keezell 4 with the secretary
of the foreign language department.
Those who desire to start a
new language rather than continue with a language begun
in high school will have an
opportunity to select a foursemester regular language sequence (French, Spanish, German, Latin or Russian) giving
14 credits, or a four-semester
sequence (12 credits) stressing
When downtown visit
the

a reading knowledge in either
French or German. These students should also contact the
secretary of the foreign language department regarding
their choice of language, but
do not need to take the placement test.
Dr. Margarete Rauch, Head
of the Department of Foreign
Languages (Keezell 1) and
Mr. John Stewart (Keezell 2)
will be glad to discuss individual problems concerning the
placement program.

Aiding the few who seek to
destroy and the many who
seek to exploit is a terrifying
spirit, the new face of selfrighteousness. Former HEW
Secretary John Gardner described it: "Sad to say, it's
fun to hate.... That is today's
fashion. Rage and hate in a
good cause. Be vicious for virtue, self-indulgent for higher
purposes, dishonest in the service of a higher honesty."
This is what is happening in
this nation...'. We are an effete
society if we let it happen
here.

IT'S

fay Phil Frank

emeu nxtvtm THINS

f|?fl*l WHS OH. ftOR &lt> IS SU0MNS!
f&f KH# M/ttVXKUO.

Magazine Seeks Contributions
The University Review, a
national collegiate magazine,
is- looking for you — the
authors, critics, artists and
poets of the seventies.
The magazine is published
monthly and has a circulation
in the neighborhood of 186,000,
including circulation on such
campuses as Columbia,, Harvard, N.Y.U., Brandeis.'M.I.T.,
Rutgers, Temple, Princeton,
and on newstands in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia
and nine other cities.

Students will be compensated for their contributions
to the University Review.
Topics covered include art,
drama and film, fiction, history, philosophy, poetry, political science, rock, and science
fiction. All manuscripts should
be typed, double spaced, and
mailed to University Review,
306 West 105th St.., New
York, N.Y. 10025. Subscriptions to the magazine are $4
for a year or $7 for two years.

-

PJTCHEDELIC
BOTTLES*
PILLOWS,
ETC.

JOHN MAYALL
AND

Want an invitation
to a flirtation?
Wear this naive little
belted skimmer to your
first lawn party this year
and see what happens.
The jewel neckline is a
perfect foil for a daisy
chain. And the barber
pole stripes come in red,
white and navy. Or brown,
gold and white. $23.
it's anotner way IO
communicate spring.
From John Meyer. -

LIGHTHOUSE
Friday, March 20 -- 8 PM
University Hall

,/»

Tickets $2.75 advance

TJohnmeyer
speaks your language

$3.25 at door

DOWNTOWN GRILL
62 S. Main St.

Available at Mincers Pipe Shop Charlottesville
Newcomb Hall

OUR SPECIALTY —
FAST

Sponsored by: WUVA and

SERVICE

U.Va. Student Council
Call in for a
take out

Benefit toward Disadvantaged Students

433-2047

and Minority Student Recruitment

iH^0^
Open Thursday and;
Friday Nights
Until 9 P.M.

•
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Coach Resigns From Madison
To Take Position In Florida
Baseball coach Cleve
Branscum has resigned from
Madison to take a position at
Florida Atlantic University in
Boca Raton, Fla., it was revealed last week. His resignation takes effect at the end of
the current academic year.
"I'm sorry to be leaving
Madison," he said, "but this
is a chance I can't afford to
pass up. Florida Atlantic is
just initiating its sports program and I'll be in it from the
beginning. Not only is the job
itself a challenge, but other
considerations helped me to
make up my mind," he continued. "For one thing I'll be
BASEBALL BEGINS
APRIL 7
Madison's intercollegiate
baseball team will bpen its
season April 7 with a
doubleheader at HampdenSydney. Game time is 1:30
p.m.

able to return to Florida State
to complete work on my doctorate." Branscum came to
Madison from FSU where he
was freshman basketball coach.
The Florida school plans to
enter basketball competition
in 1971-2: "This will give me
time to carry out my recruiting program. In additiqn, I'll
be teaching some courses in
P.E.," he said.
Under Branscum's direction,
the Dukes were 11-9 this year.
"As I said earlier, I hate to
leave, but the incoming coach
will find some fine talent here
as well as some good boys
coming in this fall. I'm just
sorry I won't be here to find
out how good some of the
freshmen we had this year will
be by the time they are seniors,"'he concluded.
The search for a isuccessor
to Branscum will get under
way immediately, according to
Athietic Director John Rader.

Intramural*
Four men's intramural bas- Faculty I 56, Studs 4*6 (Cleve
ketball teams were still unde- Branscum, 32; Skip Pat<?e, 18);
feated through March 10 as Jackson 2nd 31, Day Students
the season entered its final 25 (Al Marston, 15); Faculty
week.
II 51, Jackson 1st 43 (Ed
Heading up the living unit Lipton, 18; . John DiGuai "do,
league were Faculty I and 17); Ashby 75, Shorts 3rd B
Shorts 3rd floor while Phi Al- 22 (John McChesney, l."7',
pha Pi and SPE I remained Jerry Carrcoff, 17) ; Shorts 2n> i
unbeaten in the frat division. 90, Shorts 5th 23 (Tom BillResults of last week's play heimer and Dave Phipps, 17;
and the leading scorer for each Purcell Conway, 16); Shorts
team were: Phi Alpha Pi 44, 3rd 61, Shorts 4th 50 (HousTKE 23 (Gary Hale, 19; Mike ton Hemp, 21; Russ WellMorris, 10); Shorts 4th 33, brock and Gallagher, 19);
Shorts 5th 32 (Kevin Galla- Faculty I 53, Jackson 1st 36
gher, 16; Grey Anderson, 20); (Jack Heading, 17; DiGuardo,
PKB 41, SPE II 33 (Pete 16); Jackson 2nd 36, Ashby 33
Corso, 12; Jack Osborn, 11); (Marston, 20; McChesney, 11).

Softball Rosters Due
Rosters for men's intra- ,
mural s o f t b a 11 this year 2.
must be turned in by March
19. Play will begin shortly
after the Spring break.
.
Here is a brief summary of
the rules:
1.

— PUBLIC AUCTION —

ill* (§hh ^ap
Saturday, March 28th — 9:30 AM
103 N. Main St.

Rt. 42, Bridgewater

We II sell entire stock, antiques, furniture, cninn, novelties
ana old souveniers. Tell the rollcs—tney 11 oe glad you did!

Closed Mondays

828-3577

W. O. Brookins, owner; E. Ray Wine, auctioneer

r—

■

To participate for a unit
(dorm floor or fraternity),
a .student must be a fully
enrolled undergraduate
who is a resident or a full
member of the unit he
represents.

sign additional players.
A team consists of 10 players with a maximum of 20
on the roster.
A game will last seven
innings or an hour and a
half (whichever comes
first).

A pitcher must start with
feet parallel on the mound.
He must bring the ball
straight backward and forward—always in view of
the batter. No arc or
speed limit is required.
Players not representing
Bunting is legal.
their units but wanting to
play will be assigned to 6. Stealing is legal. After the
ball crosses the plate, the
teams on a random basis.
runner may leave his base.
If a team is short of players, the Director will as- 7. No spikes are permitted.
4.

here come de kid!

OPEN

NOW

Sun.-Thur8.: 11 A.M. to 11 P.M.
Fri. and Sat: 11 A.M. to 1 A.M.

SUMMER JOB GUIDE - 1970

(■

, CATCH A-?

... fn Ball's soft cup lace bra
The soft cup shapes average curves to perfection. Gives complete containment and
separation. Spandex sections and a flexible
underbust band give even more comfort. And
remember, real snowflalces come in white only
... Bali's come In white, yellow, pink, blue,
and black. And they don't melt. Keep their
shape washing after washing. B cup, 32-38;
C cup, 32-40; $5.00. D cup, 32-40; $6.00.
WILL YOU SPEND FIVE MINUTES IN OUR
FITTING ROOM FOR A BETTER FIGURE FOR LIFE?

Every Ball has a bow

beqqett
'W
Rigid MCfTonii 100% Nylo*
E/aiHei Aetlalt/po/yt«Ur/ipondex

Listing jobs available in Tidewater and the Peninsula
for students.
Various opportunities in all types of business including:
delivery boys
bell hops
mechanic helpers
management training positions
clerks
secretarial
general office
lifeguards
councelors
maintenance
|
baby sitters
instructors
waiters
cashiers
bus boys
waitresses
maid's
<,
Pick your area, then pick 4he job which best suits you and
your capabilities. Possible experience for your future.
Over 2,000 jobs listed specifically for high school and/or
college students.
Complete description of each job including: type of work,
starting and ending dates, pay scale, qualifications needed,
age restrictions, male or female preferred, who to contact
and when and how to apply.
An introduction showing sample letters of introduction and
resume examples.
.
Available March 18, 1970. Order now as the best jobs are
always taken early. Enclose cash, check or money order.
Price $2.00. Send your name, address (including zip code!)
and school name to:.
/
Civilian Careers Corporation — Youth Division
1301 East Little Creek Road - - Suite 4 /
Norfolk, Virginia 23518
FIRST OF ITS KIND IN THE AREA/ FOR Tlfe
STUDENTS.
/
/

Long is Optimistic
As Season Nears
"Since the Grandstander"
has been predicting" great
things for the 1970 golf team,
I guess I'll have to offer an
appraisal of the situation as I
see it," Coach Ward Long
said today.
"We're missing our No. 2
and No. 3 men from last season, Roger Luttrell and Jack
Vanderhengel," he went on,
"but- we still have Jim Glenn,
Graham Bartley> Chuck fh°mo, and i?enny Fellona from
last year's 7J sq"ad"
The Duke co.'ach said ,
T-_i,
Jack r\<.u~
Osborn, a tru-••nsfer from.
Oklahoma, should take' U?P*"_
of the slack; and that h. "' **
pects three freshmen, Bill Li. "
of Montevideo, Bob Failes of
Elkton, and Tommy Pollard of
Ashland to be in the thick of
things for a starting position.
Coach Long believes that if
these eight boys live up to
their ability, the current team
should have a fine season and
hopefully may improve on last
year's record.
The schedule has been expanded to 12 matches plus the
state tournament at Hot
Springs. New on the schedule
are VMI, Shepherd, Frostburg
State,-and George Mason.1)
Additional members of the
team are Rick Leitch, Bob
Maley, George Choclett, and
Bob Shoemaker.
All of the boys are getting
in qualifying rounds prior to
Spring break and the season
begins the day after their re- I
turn to school.
The schedule:
April 2 Bridgewater Home
April 6 VMI
Away
April 9 Randolph-Macon
Home
April 13 Lynchburg
Away
April 16 W&L
Home
April 20 Shepherd & Frostburg
Home
April 24 Bridgewater Away
April 27 State Tourney
Hot Springs
April 30 Roanoke
Home
May 7 Hampden-Sydney
v
Away
May'12 VCU
Away
May 14 George Mason
t Home

J. W. Taliaferro
Sons
JEWELERS
Featuring a Complete
line of Silver
EXPERT WATCH and
JEWELRY REPAIRING
Wide Selection
of Pierced Earrings

54 S. Main, H'burg

ANDREWS'
VENDING
SERVICE
"Serving Madison
Students With A
Complete Line of
Vending Services"
Visit Our Snack Bar in
GIBBONS HALL
P. 0. Box 209
Harrisonbnrg — 879-9159

r
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-The GrandstanderCoach Phil Huntsinger, in
talking of his baseball prospects, says, "We have some
fine talent out for the team,
but I'm not sure what we'll do
for pitching. We might just
have to go out there and i outslug everybody."
Greg Lipes, a lefthander of
some note, has just reported
for workouts and may provide
a partial solution to Huntsinger's problem.
' Huntsinger, incidentally, will
be on leave next year to do
advanced graduate work as
will Athletic Director John
Rader.
*

*

*

*

"Bo" Tutt of Luray's undefeated (at this writing) basketball team has-signified his intention of coming to Madison
next fall. Tutt has impressed
a lot of people, Cleve Branscum included, with his fine
speed and defensive ability.
*

*

*

*

Ward Long's gdlfers seem to
be in mid-season form if scores
posted by two of his mainstays recently are any indication. Gapt. Jim Glenn phot a
one under par 71 and Jack Osbom came up with a par 72 at
Spotswood Country club a
week ago.
*

*

*

*

The ABA got in the first
blow in its battle with the
NBA for the cream of this
year's basketball stars when
the Indianapolis Pacers signed
Rick Mount last week: Mount,
a star at Purdue for the past
three seasons, reportedly signed a multi-year pact for more
than half a million.

Ever since
you were
a tiny girl,
you've dreamed
of a June
wedding.
The Summer
issue of

MODERN
BRIDE

makes your
dream
come
Perfectly
true.
At your
newsstand nowf

If Mount is worth that kind
of money, Pistol Pete Maravich of LSU should come even
higher considering that he
holds the national scoring record for major colleges.
*

*

*

*

The girl's basketball team
dropped its last two games of
the season to Hollins and
Bridgewater and had to settle
for a 4-5 season mark. They
capped the season by playing
in a tournament last Saturday
against VCU, Old Dominion,
and Radford. Results were not
available by the Breeze's deadline time.
.*
j

*

*

*

BEST WISHES FOR A SAFE AND
ENJOYABLE HOLIDAY — the Breeze Staff

The girls' volleyball j;team
Will be idle until April 8 when
they take to the road for
matches with Western Maryland and Goucher.
The next home match will
find Shepherd, Salisbury, Radford, and EMC coming in on
April 11. Starting time is 10
a.m.
*

*

*

*'

The Cumberland, Md. Lions
Club and. Steel Cities region
of the Sports Car Club of
America will hold its 18th annual regional and national
championship races at the
Cumberland Municipal Airport
on May 15-16-17.
The yearly affair is for charity with proceeds used for
sight conservation.

Intramural basketball playoffs in the men's leagues will
begin this evening at 5:30 p.m.
* * * *
in Keezell. Consolation and
The boys' golf team opens
championship games will be
played tomorrow with the con- - its season on April 2 against
solation contest getting under Bridgewater at Spdtswood
way at 4:30 p.m. and the title Country Club in the first of a
12-match schedule.
clash at 6:30 p.m.

HUGHES' PHARMACY, INC
1021 South Main Street
DIAL 434-8650
PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM
COSMETICS — STATIONERY
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

VALLEY

BOOKS

see us for
Teaching Supplies (ask for catalog)
Art Supplies

\

Monarch Study Guides
Wedding Invitations
Bibles, including New English Bible
(published March 16, 1970)

em
Is any part of your property
used as a commercial establishment?
b. // "Yes"— Is this house on a place of 10 acres or more,
or is any part of this property used as a commercial
establishment or medical office?

the kind of transportation that will
serve your community in the future.
So when Aprjl 1st arrives, be
sure to answe.r all the questions.
Your Census Form is not only as
confidential as your vote—it's just
as important.

example, give the
government an
O Yes. 10 acres or more
idea of what^ind
O Yes. commercial establishment or medical office^
of neighborhood
O No. none of the above
you live in. If it
Funny question? Right. Useful ques- turns out that you and your neightion? Right again. The improbable bors have substandard housing
things you get asked on youtCen- —then something can be done
sus Form not only make it fun to about it.
fill out—they actually tell the govAnd thatJs only one reason why
ernment a great many useful things your form is important. It also can
about your community, your family, affect your representation in Conand yourself.
gress, the kind of school your baby
The questions on housing, for will grow up to attend, and even

CENSUS DAY IS APRIL 1

We can't know where we're going if we don't know where we are.

£%.

/SN

advertising contributed for the public good •
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